Abstract
Introduction
Tables are a convenient device for conveying information, and they are widely used in documents. For any kind of automated higher-level processing of real text, it is therefore essential to be able to extract the information embedded in tables correctly. To achieve this, we need a robust algorithm for the identification of table structures. In this paper, we are interested in the identification of tables in plain text documents, of the kind that might be generated by extracting text from a richer format such as PDF, or as might be found in email messages and other native plain text formats. Documents in this form contain no explicit markup tags, and necessarily maintain a consistent vertical line height throughout. In such documents, a table is a superstructure imposed on a character-level grid. We define a simple table cell as a contiguous horizontal sequence of characters that together make up a minimal meaningful constituent of a table; these cells are arranged in the rows and Not all cells are simple: a spanned cell is a single, complete unit that physically occupies multiple columns and/or rows. Horizontally spanned cells occupy multiple contiguous columns; vertically spanned cells occupy multiple contiguous lines. Vertically spanned cells are commonly used in tables. We are working with a large corpus of company announcements in plain text form provided by the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX); these are documents whose publication is generally required for regulatory reasons, and many include tables containing financial information. In our random sample of 40 documents containing a total of 98 tables, 85 of these tables contained vertically spanned cells. Spanned cells have been identified in the literature as one of the major factors that contribute to errors in table recognition [1, 4] . Unlike the problem of detecting horizontally spanned cells, which has been addressed by several researchers [2, ?, 3, 5] , the problem of detecting vertically spanned cells has not received much attention. In this paper, we present a spannedcell detection model and a cell-merging algorithm for tables presented in plain text documents.
Terminology
We will use the following terminology to describe tables as they appear in plain text documents: 
2.
A line-art line is a line whose purpose is to serve as a vertical delimiter. Line-art lines typically consist only of punctuation characters, with the hyphen and underscore being very common, and the plus sign being used to indicate column boundaries. For example, the last line in Table 2 is a line-art line. Table 3 is a row-line. Note that row-lines may also contain punctuation marks that are used to indicate column boundaries.
4.
A blank line is either an empty line or a line that contains only white space characters.
5. We define a row delimiter as any sequence of lines that separates two row-lines. In Table 2 , each pair of adjacent rows is separated by a line-art line; and in Table 3 , all the blank lines are row delimiters.
6. A column delimiter is a sequence of characters that separate table columns. For example, the '|' characters and their preceding white spaces in Table 2 are column delimiters.
7. A cell segment, marked by one or two column delimiters, is a sequence of text tokens embedded in the same row-line. For example, the first row-line in Table 2 contains two cell segments: 'Current Period ended 31' and 'Previous Period ended 31'.
8. A cell is the most basic, semantically complete unit in a table. A simple table cell consists of just one cell segment, but in the case of a vertically spanned cell, the cell will contain two or more cell segments from adjacent row-lines. For example, the last line in Table 1 is a row-line containing three cell segments, and each of these cell segments makes up a complete cell. However, the first row of Table 2 has two cells each containing two cell segments on adjacent row-lines.
9. A row is one or more row-lines that contain cells that are horizontally aligned. A row can be made up of one our ASX Corpus.
or more row-lines: for example, the last line in Table 1 is a row, and the first four lines in Table 3 also form one row.
A row-block is the longest block of adjacent row-lines.
For example, the first four lines in Table 3 form one row-block, because the fifth line is not a row-line. However, all the lines in Table 1 are in one row-block, and the table contains one big row block.
Task Definition
Identifying the structure of even a simple plain text table can be a challenging task, primarily because of the ambiguous use of the space character as both a means of separating the contents of one column from another, and as a means of separating tokens within a column. The presence of vertically spanned cells, such as those occurring in Table 3 , brings the additional difficult requirement of determining which cells contribute to spanned cells and then merging the content. The techniques required for detecting vertically spanned cells are more complex than those for detecting horizontally spanned cells. To detect horizontally spanned cells, we look for column alignments, which can be obtained by calculating the overlapped area using the starting and ending positions of each cell segment. To detect vertically spanned cells, we also have to decide whether two aligned cell segments should be merged. Our goal is to develop an algorithm that can identify and merge the relevant cell segments that make up vertically spanned cells. As an example, we want to be able to merge the first four rowlines in Table 3 to form a single table row that consists of two cells, the first containing the text 'CURRENT PERIOD AUD000' and the second containing the text 'PREVIOUS CORRESPONDING PERIOD AUD000'.
Approach
Our algorithm for detecting vertically spanned cells is based on the observation that authors of tables tend to use row delimiters to separate the adjacent row-lines that form vertically spanned cells from other row-lines. This leads to our first heuristic for detecting spanned cells:
Heuristic #1: The row-lines that contain segments of the same spanned cell should belong to the same rowblock.
Of course, the presence of a row-block does not necessarily mean that we have spanned cells. This leads to our second heuristic for merging cell-lines:
Heuristic #2: Two cell-lines within a row-block should only be merged if they contain at least one pair of vertically aligned cell segments, and if there is no reason not to merge the cell segments.
Detecting Vertically Spanned Cells
A Complex tables contain explicit row delimiters. The row delimiters can be all of the same type, as in Tables 2  and 3 , or they can be of different types, as in Table 4 . Merging might be required for tables in this class.
Essentially, this distinction embodies the hypothesis that tables which contain vertically spanned cells will always rely on the use of explicit row delimiters to make the structure of the table clear; if there are no explicit row delimiters, we assume the table has no vertically spanned cells.
Merging Vertically Spanned Cells
If a table contains explicit row delimiters, then we assume that it may contain vertically spanned cells; and if it does, these vertically spanned cells will always occur within rowblocks. Given two cell segments belonging to the same rowblock, the merging heuristic merges them if both of the following conditions are satisfied.
Merging Condition #1:
The cell segments are vertically aligned, as determined by the column zoning algorithm described in Section 4.2.1.
Merging Condition #2:
The cell segments are mergible, as determined by the criteria presented in Section 4.2.2.
Column Zoning
The purpose of the column zoning step is to determine the alignments of all the cell segments in a When we identify a cell-segment, we push its position vector into a sorted queue, denoted here by sortedQ. The sortedQ sorts the position vectors in ascending order of the lengths of the segments they represent. Once all the position vectors have been entered in the the queue, we use this information to compute the column boundary map for the table.
Let p i be the i th position vector in CBmap; then the algorithm is as follows. First, we initialize:
dequeue().
Then, while sortedQ is not empty, we do the following: (b) If d = 2 then P is aligned with an existing column in CBmap. Update the (LAI +1) th element in CBmap as follows.
columns. Update CBmap as follows.
The end result is that we have determined the horizontal extents of each of the columns in the table, and we know which cell segments belong to which columns; i.e., we have the vertical alignment information we need for the next step.
Determining Mergibility
If two row-lines belong to the same row-block, and they contain cell segments that are vertically aligned, we then need to check whether the rows can be merged. The basic idea here is simple: two row-lines should not be merged if they both contain non-mergible cell segments. In our experiment, a non-mergible cell segment is a cell segment that meets any of the following criteria: it contains a numeric value; it contains a currency value; or it contains 'NA', 'N/A', '−', or ' '. This set of criteria could, of course, be extended and made more sophisticated.
Then, two adjacent row-lines r i and r i+1 should be merged if all of the following conditions apply.
1. r i and r i+1 are in the same row-block.
2. r i and r i+1 have at least one pair of vertically aligned cell segments.
3. r i and r i+1 do not both contain non-mergible cell segments.
After merging, the newly merged line should belong to the same row-block as r i and r i+1 , and it will contain nonmergible cell segments if and only if r i or r i+1 contains non-mergible cell segments. The merging process is repeatedly applied to every pair of adjacent row-lines within a row-block. The process stops only when any two adjacent row-lines contain no aligned cell segments, or they both contain non-mergible cell segments.
Evaluation
Our test data set contains a set 98 tables extracted from 40 documents randomly selected from the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) corpus; these tables contain a mixture of spanned cells and non-spanned cells.
Accuracy Definition
For each document in the test data set, we manually compared the actual extracted result against the expected answer; three performance measures, recall rate (R), precision rate (P) and F-measure rate (F), are calculated as follows 
Test Results
Our algorithm correctly identifies 454 of 565 vertically spanned cells (80.35%) while maintaining an accuracy of 88.36% for extracting cells that are not vertically spanned. The overall F-measure is 88.09%. The test results are summarised in Figure 1 . 
Conclusions and Future Work
Vertically spanned cells are one of the major sources of errors in table extraction. In this paper we have presented a model to extract vertically spanned cells with an overall accuracy of 86.79%. The main sources of error come from the assumptions that our heuristics are based on:
1. Our work assumes that there is neither a blank line nor a line-art line between the row-lines that belong to a single spanned cell. While this assumption is valid most times, there are exceptions: in our test cases, there are table cells that are physically spanned across multiple lines and there are blank lines between the row-lines.
2. When deciding whether two adjacent cell-lines within the same row-block should be merged or not, we require that they do not both contain non-mergible cell segments, such as numeric data. This requirement is too strict, causing our algorithm to fail to merge rowlines when they should be merged.
Some relatively simple extensions to the heuristics presented here will increase the performance of our algorithm; it remains to be seen what the upper bound of performance without recourse to semantic information will be.
